NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: JAPAN

2. Agency responsible: Nippon Telegraph and Telephonic Public Corporation

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):
   Central processing unit (hereinafter called "CPU") that utilizes Public Videotext Communication Network service

5. Title: Establishment of technical requirements for Public Videotext Communication Network service utilization contract

6. Description of content: Provisions for CPU connected to Public Videotext Communication Network. Main provisions are as follows:
   (1) Call establish and call clearing procedures
   (2) Data transfer procedure
   (3) Electrical and physical requirements

7. Objective and rationale: To communicate smoothly, using CPU connected to Public Videotext Communication Network

8. Relevant documents: KAMPO (Official Government Gazette)

9. Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force: Adoption - undetermined. Entry into force - two weeks or more than two weeks after permission is granted by the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications.

10. Final date for comments: 10 November 1983

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [] or address of other body:
    Foreign Attachment Inspection Section, Plant Engineering Bureau, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, 1-6, Uchisaiwai-Cho, 1-Chome Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100, Japan. Telex: 222-5300. Cable: NTT TOKYO.
    Note: This notification is connected with TBT/Notif.83.172.